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Every body needs a warm coat !

Some of us feel the cold more 
than others

A coat that is strong for all 
weather and lasts forever



Well being is at the heart of what 
we do

A great school looks after all mental health and well-
being needs
It looks after the most in need and vulnerable
Special Needs, in care, refugee, disabled and LGBT 
minorities will be at highest risk
But high academic, wealthy and more ‘hidden’ groups 
can be at risk of poor mental health



A school culture 
A Well being school looks from the outside inwards. 
It reflects and thinks about the client first – the child , 
the family’
It thinks holistically- why do we do this? What 
impact is it having? How are kids when they leave 
today and when they become adults?
What do they need to survive and succeed with 
happiness?



Nurture is not just being nice
We need to analyse not just academic but self esteem, 
behaviour and happiness
Who feels good or bad and why?
Are things improving?
What actions can we put in place?
Review is on going



What does Nurture look like?
The curriculum is varied and engaging
It has many emotional intelligence and mindfulness 
aspects
Specific work is done to improve behaviour and self 
regulation
It runs through the whole school all the time
ETHOS, VALUES and COMMITMENT



Low stress - high learning
Look at class lessons and see what is happening
Are there opportunities for social interaction?
How is the outdoor environment used?
Exercise and break times. Do these cause stress or 
help? 
How do teacher behave and role model?



What is Resilience?
Bounce back
We get hurt, disappointed and lost in our lives
We fail and struggle 
Some of us fear failure and have anxiety
Life can be very painful.
RESILIENCE is the strength – the mental ‘ muscles’-
the skills to help us keep going and do well





Language of resilience
Words are powerful
In the classroom what words do we use?
I can’t do it!
I can do it!
I can’t do it ...... YET
Mindset- attitude to learning we need to work on and 
practise.





Read the research and develop 
own projects

A great deal of research has been done on the 
benefits of  outdoor learning (see reference slide at 
the end)
We know working with nature including animals 
benefits mental health.
We know some testing, certain types of teaching style 
and some class organisations create stress and build 
in failure particularly for vulnerable kids



Positive words
You have 9 pieces of paper ( Post its)
Write on word on each that is important for a child/ 
student to have 
For example – kindness or determination
Hold up some of your words so the nearest person 
can read
One at a time shout out a word but you cannot repeat 
a word. 



Resilience Words for the whole 
school in every room!



Feedback and positivity
Can we use these words in marking and feedback?
Very good- you showed great determination with 
your multiplication
Or.......
You need to work harder at 7 x
Thank you for respecting our school environment



Power of team language
If we all value these words and characteristics then 
we need to recognise and reinforce by saying the 
words and showing them. 
Children can say these things to eachother
Reports to parents can say these things
Headteachers can say these things to teachers
We have a first language of Resilience











Learning to Succeed
The All Blacks, New Zealand national rugby team, are 
the most successful professional sports franchise in 
history, undefeated in over 75% of their international 
matches over the last 100 years.

Lessons learnt from ‘Legacy’ the story of the All 
Blacks by James Kerr



How do you achieve 
world-class standards, 
day after day, week after 
week, year after year? 
How do you handle the 
pressure?



The strength of the 
wolf is the pack, the 
strength of the pack is 
the wolf.



Character — Character begins with humility and 
discipline. Even after a major win, the All Blacks finish 
their celebrations and “Sweep the Sheds — because no 
one looks after the All Blacks — the All Blacks looks 
after themselves.” Don’t be too big to do the small 
things. Your failures are the biggest opportunity to 
learn. The All Blacks created a culture in which 
players are accountable not only to their coaches but 
even more to their teammates. Performance = 
Capability + Behaviour. Character triumphs over 
talent



Language — Let your ears listen. Invent a language 
— sing your world into existence. A system of 
meaning that everyone understood. A language, 
vocabulary and a set of beliefs that bind the 
group together. Meaning, rituals, stories, heroes all 
bound together. An oral culture — a common story.



My experience as a headteacher 
and advisor

High challenge school. Poor area. High migrant.
80/350 kids had special needs
I worked with 67 UK schools to help them
My school the lowest income families put us in top 
20% of academic performance
All kids at highest level (Level 5 or above expected) 
scored double UK average.



Welcome diversity 
My school has 15 autistic kids and many severe 
behaviour problems from the past
All staff trained in dealing with autism
All staff trained in mental health awareness
All parents of Special Needs kids made welcome and 
listened to.
Celebrate Special Needs and do not see them as 
problems--- STAY POSITIVE



Nurture throughout the school
So we are all POSITIVE +++++++++++++++++ !
Features of the school? The grounds, the play areas, 
the classrooms, special places?
Design of the curriculum?
Nurture and well being experiences? Developing 
Character and well being























The Nurture Project

Forest School
Talk Boost
Resilience Mindset Words
Rules of conversation
The Cabin



Nearly finished



The Farm



Lambs in the classroom



Hard work



Forest school



Rare breeds pigs



KS2 7-11 years old Nurture Time
Small groups rota
Art Therapy
Farm/ Gardening
Forest School – teamwork/ resilience
Sport and emotional intelligence



How did it work?
4 teachers / assistants leading with extra support
2 afternoons a week
Groups of 8 kids
Low stress practical work- heavy emphasis on talk 
and relationships
Links to other academic curriculum



All benefit and access
We focus on 6 kids with problems but whole class 
gets nurture
Use Boxall assessment in  detail to measure behaviour 
and self esteem improvement
Also measure a control group with fewer problems
Check overall academic work too
Monitoring is manageable



Assessment and evaluation

Boxall
Children interviews
Academic tracking
6 Case studies
Use a University researcher who interviews teachers 
and children



It’s	an	outdoor	space	that	does	
not	feel	very	‘classroomy’	if	you	
like



A	whole	year	group	split	into	four,	four	different	groups	and	they	all	have	half	
an	afternoon	in	here	once	a	week,	which	is	just	a	lovely	lovely thing	to	do.		

It	allows	us	to	spend	time	with	small	groups	and	to	identify	difficulties	that	we
may	not	have	seen.		

You	do	need	a	different	environment	from	the	classroom	to	do	that	type	of	thing,
the	same	rules	apply	but	it	is	a	lot	more	relaxed	so	they	can	share	their	emotions.	

They’ve	been	doing	outdoor	art	projects	in	here,	so	collecting	things,	leaves,	twigs
and	creating	natural	art.



This space allows us to make use of the other outdoor space, 
for example on our farm group rotation weeks we might do 
some maths problem or something like that or things like 
orienteering where they’ve got to go out find something in 
the environment and then they need to draw something on 
a map or do something like that, this works really well for 
that because you can go out there whatever the weather is 
like and after they have found the thing they can come in 
here and complete the maps.  It’s not like that transition of 
having to go into the classroom, half the time they have 
forgotten what they are doing, its immediately here so it’s 
really convenient.  That transition to the outdoors and 
indoors does cause a distraction but coming here they stay 
focused.   I think it has a big psychological impact.



Year 5 Inclusion Project

Art Therapy: 
Greek Mythology



Week One: Exploration
Children to explore Greek Mythology. 

Children to focus on two key characters:
Medusa and Poseidon

What do we know about them? What is their 
story and significance?

Children to talk through stories and look at pictures 
of each character. Children to explore emotions of 
each character. Which words/vocabulary would they 
associate with their facial expressions?

Teacher to discuss how we can explore emotions 
through using a pyramid. Teacher to model where 
some of those words would sit on a pyramid.
How can we extend our vocabulary – are there any 
other words we would associate with those feelings?



Workload
More planning time- it is not in a textbook
Time needed for teachers to plan together and find 
curriculum links
More time on communication and learning but less 
on marking and behaviour management
It gets easier after the first semester
It is rewarding!



Impact
The University researchers found great testimony 
from children and teachers about positive 
relationships, reduced stress and enjoyment being 
part of the class.
The Boxall assessment said the most troubling kids 
made very fast progress in social interaction, fewer 
incidents and better focus
All children made good progress in all subjects even 
with reduced time for some teaching



Longer term impact
Much reduced exclusion from school and improved 
attendance to 97%
Improved staff satisfaction
Emphasis on outdoor learning recruited teachers and 
increased school reputation
Outstanding Ofsted ( Inspection ) report



Economic and community benefits

Less behaviour problems at secondary school
Improved attendance
Reduced crime and problems on the streets
Reduced teacher stress and absence 
Balanced curriculum (not too much English and 
Maths)
Stimulating teacher research and development
Reduced self harm and mental health problems in 
teenage years



Why do nurture and well being?
Why do education?
The Leadership and teachers of a school want to 
improve society
This means all diverse groups need a place and to feel 
valued.
Fear of and actual failure is crippling and tend to 
become deep by teenage years- we have a moral duty 
to prevent this



Empathy, compassion and success 
for all

What is a good school? 
Not just academic but holistic standards
Communication skills
Positive mindset- everybody is an asset
Impact is judged short and long term
The school is inclusive of all



Managing pressures and workload
We all have stress and we all have to do our job to a 
good standard
Small effort but big impact- finding the things to 
make a difference
Efficient, clever and rewarding
Involving everyone in solving the problem



Workload and managing the 
workforce

In the UK I was recruited to work as a consultant 
helping schools to make doing the teacher’s job 
manageable, effective and sustainable.
We were struggling to recruit and keep teachers.
So......





Kaizen ( Japan )
Toyota Way
Small steps, small changes that improve the 
organisation, help teachers and, when added together 
make a big difference
A Kaizen event, a Kaizen box ( suggestions ) and all 
colleagues suggest something.
Coffee ready made
No password/ code on the photocopier



Time
Check and monitor time spent
Make changes to adjust balance
Stop doing things that have no impact
Have well being staff sessions
Use appraisal to check on staff workload and 
tiredness



SWOT











Fair monitoring and accountablity
Outcomes and results matter
Results in what? Test in reading, writing and maths
Inspections?
Data- quantity or range of experience and skills-
quality? 
Short term or long term?



Who needs to know?

Where is the best teaching in the school and the 
municipality?
Who has the smart ideas to share?
Who deserves recognition and reward?
Happy staff v stressed unhappy staff



UK pressure is intense and too 
much

We can lose sight of what we value
We work more to the test and not the child needs
We fear the judgement and the future



In Paimio?
Why take your child to a Paimio school or day care 
center?
What is really good?
Why work here? What is good for me and makes me 
a great teacher?
Will I get support? 
How do we find and share the best practice?
How smart do units work?
How will I be judged?



3 things that are good for children 
and good for teachers too







Character, resilience and well 
being  

At the heart of all we do
Looking after the teachers so they can look after and 
help children succeed
Reviewing what we do objectively and involving 
everyone
Making sure it is a happy and effective team
Everyone on the same page- Rigour with compassion



Rolling in the Deep
Adele ( play the song)

There's a fire starting in my heart
Reaching a fever pitch and it's bringing me out the dark
Finally I can see you crystal clear
Go 'head and sell me out and I'll lay your ship bare
See how I leave with every piece of you
Don't underestimate the things that I will do
There's a fire starting in my heart
Reaching a fever pitch and its bringing me out the dark
The scars of your love remind me of us
They keep me thinking that we almost had it all
The scars of your love they leave me breathless, I can't help feeling
We could have had it all (you're gonna wish you never had met me)
Rolling in the deep (tears are gonna fall, rolling in the deep)
You had my heart inside of your hand (you're gonna wish you never had met me)
And you played it to the beat (tears…

https://www.google.com/search%3Frlz=1C1CHBF_en-GBGB914GB914&sxsrf=ALeKk03gyuDWlNLVfbXCsXOEqHQ58HoUAA:1600265422373&q=Adele&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAONgVuLSz9U3MKoySYq3WMTK6piSmpMKAOuN99EWAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjksa-g7e3rAhXeQkEAHfTKAHgQMTAAegQIAxAD


Research references
Kaplan, 1995; Tabbush and O’Brien, 2003; Rickinson et 
al.,2004; Bingley and Milligan, 2004; Pretty et al., 2005; 
Peacock et al., 2007; Pretty et al., 2007; Bird, 2007; 
Woolley et al., 2009; Moss, 2012; Logan and Selhub, 2012; 
Passy, 2012). The same is true for people with disabilities 
and Special Educational Needs (SEN), especially children 
and young people (e.g. Faber Taylor et al., 2001; Sanders et 
al., 2009) In particular there is evidence to show that 
animal and outdoor activities can have positive effects on 
emotional health and well-being and social 
communication in children with pervasive developmental 
disorders, such as autism; also, those who have 
experienced adverse life events.



Ofsted report



Schools and colleges should: � ensure that their 
curriculum planning includes sufficient well 
structured opportunities for all learners to engage 
in learning outside the classroom as a key, 
integrated element of their experience � evaluate 
the quality of learning outside the classroom to 
ensure that it has maximum impact on learners’ 
achievement, personal development and wellbeing 
� ensure equal and full access for all learners to 
learning outside the classroom by monitoring 
participation in activities by different groups of 
learners and removing any barriers. 




